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福建省电力系统分析和核电规划

辑撞文儒画程萍

〈中国核工业经济研究所，北京〉

摘要

为制定福建省初步的长期电力扩展规划和核电发展规划，开发

了 WASP 软件包.采用 ENPEP (能源规划与评价〉软件包中的两个

模型 (LDC &. ELECTRIC) 进行最优扩展规划.采用 LD<二(负荷持

续曲线〉模型分析系统负荷情况. ELECTRIC (电力〉模型用来优化
电力系统. WASP-. 可以在满足约束条件的情况下产生一个不超过

30 年的电力系统经济最优扩展方案.根据贴现费用大小来评价方案

是否最优.基于不同扩展方案的成本比较，在系统扩展规划中运用概

率模拟法分析发电成本、电力缺口以及系统可靠性.结果表明 z 在所

有可用的技术与资源中，水电最为便宜.在将来的系统中 .600 MW
的火电厂最具有竞争力.在研究期末 (2020 年).大约二分之-的机

组将由这类机组构成.当基荷上升到某-水平时，引入 600MW 的核

电厂(在 2005 年左右〉对于系统来说是合理的.燃油机组将会降低

系统的成本.



FUJIAN ELECTRIC SYSTEM ANALYSIS
AND

NUCLEAR POWER PLANNING

Lin J画aweD FuQ画唱 che唱 R唱

(CH剧A 剧STI11JTE OF NUCLEAR !NDUSTRY ECONOMICS, BED剧。

ABSTRACT

The ol咱ective of the study is ω 册1duct a long term electric expansion
planning 削 n盹lear pow町 planning for Fujian Province. The Wien Automatic
Sy监m Planning Package (WASP-III) is used to 呵地mize 由e electric system.
prot陆hili到ic Simulation is one of the most favorite techniques for middle and long
忧rmg田leICltion and prod皿tion cost planning of el配tricpow町 sy监m. 刀lei侃d

duration curve is obtained by r配ording the I侃d data of a time interval into a
n刚刚:one n侃-increasing sense. Polynomial function is used to describe tile I侃d

duration curve(LDC), and this LDC is prepared for probabilistic simulation in
WASP-III. WASP-III is a dynamic optimizing mωule in the area of supply
m创elling. It could find out the economically optimal expansion plan for a power
generating system over a periω 。f up to thirty y臼白， with the constraints given by
the planners. The optimum is evaluated in terms of minimum discounted total cos's.
Generating costs, amount of energy not served and reliability of the system are
analyzed in the sy蜘m expansion picll lJJ ing by using the probabilistic simulation
methω. The following conclusions can be drawn from this study. Hydro el配tricity

is the ch臼P臼t one of all available tl民hnologies and resources. After the large hydro
station is committed at the end of 1995 , more base I侃d power plants are needed in
the system. C侃I-fired power plants with ca归city of 600 MWe will be the most
competitive power plants in the future of the system. At the end of the studying
peri创， about half of the stalled capacity will be composed of these power plants.
Nucl臼r power plants with capacity of 600 MWe are suitable for the sy如m after the
base load incrl臼ses to a certain level. Oil combustion units will d民r臼臼 the costs
of the system.
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I APPROACH

e Objecth'e 副IdSc吨提 ortlle Study
The objective of 阳 study isωcond田t a I佣g 恒no electric ex归nsion

plannil唱(including n皿阳r power 阳ning) for Fujian Province. 而缸呵陋。fthe

studyisd隐 iso:ated grid of F可ian.

eA_协副IT，倒也

Twom创ul，臼 ofENPEP(EN臼gyand Pow，町 EvaI回.lion ~缸kage) are used
ω 棚xl叫 the 咿imal expansion planning:

- LOC (L侃d Duration Curv，臼) module is used to 缸wyze the system I侃d.

- ELECTRIC (WASP-III) is used to 唰imize the electric sys恒m.

e Approach Applied
pr曲abilistic Simulation is one of the most favorite techniqu臼 for middle/long

term generation and PJ1创uction cost planning of el配tric power system. The I侃d

duration curve is obtained by rl民ording the load data of a time interval into a
monotone non-increasing sense. Polynomial function is used te. describe the load
duration curve (LDC), and this LDC is pre归red for probabilistic simulation in
WASP-Ill module.

WASP-III is a dynamic optimizing module in the area of supply m创eHing .I t

could find out the economically optimal expansion plan for a power generating
sys忧m over a period of up to thiny y臼白， with the constraints given by the
pl.mners. The optimum is evaluated in terms of 'he mim mum sum of total discounted
costs. Generating costs, amount of energy not served and reliability of the system
are analyzed in the system expansion planning , by using the probabilistic simulation
meth创.

-PI咱配i归I Results of the Study
Hydroelectric power is the ch臼pest one of all available technologies and

resources. After the large hydro power station , Shuikou hydro power station , is
committed in the system at the end of 19钙.. more base load power plants would
needed in the system. Coal-fired power plants with the cavacity of 600 MWe will
be the most competitive power plants in the future of th~ system. At the end of the
study period , about half of the installed capacity will be composed of this kind of
units. Nuclear units w;th the capacity of 600 MWe are suitable for the system after
the base load incli臼ses to a cenain level. Oil-combu~ti('n units will decrea臼 the

costs of the system.
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1 BASIC ASSUMPI10NS
1.1 CURe回 and Historical Dent句"时耐 of lbe System

• History of System Denl吨翩翩

E臼blist时佣阳basis of formal F可m 日配tric Po'附r Administrati∞ an

1983, F可ianE阳tric Power Bureau 画 ala耶回忧甲rise under阳 direct jurisdietion
of Ministry of Electric pow町剑ld also 也 a fu配6制1aI sector of F叮ian Provincial
h呵))e's Government, is re写)OIlsible for the 阳ming ar叫 administration of electric
pow町 industry of the Province.

In 1992, the t幽1 in到ailed 臼阳ity in F可ian Province's grid react时 3404

MWe， amωgwhich thermal power accounted for 1652 MWe and hydro po附r 1752
MWe, the PO'附r 阴阳ati佣 reached 16 TW· h, am佣g which hydro electricity
缸counted for 7.9 TW ·h , and t忧rmaI is 8.1 1W. h. In 1992，阳 total length of the
22ιkV and up transmission lines has reached 2侃)() km.

The biggest thermal power plan[ is Huaneng-Fuzhou thermal power plant
(2x350 MWe). The biggest hydro power station is Shuikou hydro power station
(7x2ωMWe)l.

• Ca回city and General阳n Broken down by S例lree

The total2 power generation reached 17.66 TW·h in 1992 , among which
hyd!JPOwer accounted for 9.49 TW •h, the average annual growth rate was 9.7%•
and thermal power accounted for 8.17 TW . h, the average annual growth rate was
13.4%. Most hydro power stations ale run-of-river stations, and a few of them have
regulating reservoirs. In general. the total hydro generation between March and June
is 1.5 to 2.0 time:; as that ~咒tween November and February 臼ch Y回r.

.~四k Load
In 1992, the dzily peak load in Fujian el配tric grid was 2350 MWe, the

average annual growth rate from 1985 [0 1992 was 13.6% , and the daily maximum
generation was 46.31 GW· h. The average annual growth rate of daily maximum
generation from 1985 [0 1992 was 13.8%.

• Transmi剧。"
Now , in the Fujian grid , the 220-kV double-looping lines have been

I Four units have gone to !lc:rviced in the utility.

2 Not only means the: isolare grid generation , bur the whole province:.
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introch比eel into 吨阳汕侃. The conn配ti佣 rate of the pro白配e's cities and counties
to the gr划Ie缸he划 81 ~ or ov町. In 199堂. the total length of tr黯\Smissi佣 lines in
the grid above Ilo-kV react时 571∞丽， am侃g which 220 kV lines 缸counted for
2饵)() m , lIo-kV lines 3页)() km.

1.1 PI咽ed幅画 or.....nct

霄tepr可ections of electric ene电y demand been finist时 by the run of tile
LOCo时ule. Five scenari侃 are projected as胁demand fOrteaStS of Fujian electric
sys阳n. The miωIe scenario is 蚓创创画 the base 缸enario. The projecti侃而suits

are shown as Fig.l. Fig.2 徊1d Table I to Table 3.
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The proj配tion is bas创 on the following points:
- The generation demand of five scenarios are the outputs of DEMANIr

module. The I侃d factor of F叼ian elec'ric system was about n.65% in 1992. The
ratio of minimum Iωd top臼k load was about 0.65: I in 1992. The high load factor
and the ratio of minimum I侃d to peak Iωd will deerl回se over the planning period ,
~'ith the incrl臼sing of the people living srandard and the diversity of industry.

- The prl句配tion of load factor and the ratio of minimum load to peak load
are based on the forecast of F叮ian EI配tric Company.

- The peri叫 peak fraction and peri创 generation fraction used in the study
are also the results from Fujian Electric Company.

JOne of the ENPEP mod~1.
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YUk i 酌vjedioM of Sysaeaa Demand(Baw sc阴阳刚

YEAIl 眶AX GRO~厅H. MINIMUM GaO~厅" ENEItGy GIlOW冒" L.F.

lOAD RATE LOAD UTE ow-. RATE..... ' .... ' ‘ '
1992 2348.8 . ( 18 1.l 15976.7 . 77.65

1993 2676.9 14.0 1346.1 14.0 18140.4 13.5 77.36

1994 3083.6 15.2 1550.6 15.2 20181 14.8 77.07

1995 3558.6 15.4 1729.4 1l.5 23934 15.0 76.78

1996 40:到.1 13.8 1968.3 13.8 27136 13.4 76.49

1997 4ω8.2 13.8 2239.5 13.8 30758 13.3 76.19

1998 5242.1 13.8 2547.6 13.8 34855.9 13.3 75.9

1999 5962.2 13.7 2897.5 13.7 J9~92.9 13.3 75.62

2000 6780.7 13.7 3295.3 13.7 4474 1.5 13.3 75.32

2∞l 7303 7.7 3525.6 7 48创页。.8 7.3 75.03

2∞2 7864.8 7.7 3796. lJ 7.7 51494 7.3 74.74

2∞3 8469.3 7.7 4创)8.7 7.7 55236.8 7.3 74.45

2∞4 9119.6 7.7 4402.6 7.7 59240 7.2 74.15

2∞5 9819.3 7.7 4740.4 7.7 . 63537.6 7.3 73.87

2创)6 10324.6 5.1 4932. 2 4 66547.2 4.7 73.58

2∞7 10856.1 5.1 5186.1 5.1 69690.5 4.7 73.28

2∞8 11415.2 5.2 5453. 2 5.2 72989.8 4.7 72.99

2α)9 12∞3.4 5.2 5734.2 5.2 76460.1 4.8 72.72

2010 12622.1 5.2 6029.8 5.2 R∞70 4.7 72.42
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M曲 2 Projediu帽5 at SJ5tan DeID幽d阳ilia Sa.t:8aI'时

VElla -陀AI( G缸). ....咱 GIRO. GiN GIlO. L.F.
LQ01山 ‘ATE LOot山 RATE c;w... UTE '... ‘ ww.. 笃 g

1992 2348.8 . 1181.1 15976.7 17.65

1993 2690.3 14.5 1352.8 I·U 18231.2 14.1 17.36

1995 3613.8 16 1156.2 12.1 24305 15.6 76.78

2侃" 7130.6 14.5 3465.3 I·U 47050.3 14.1 75.32

2∞5 10884.2 8.8 5254.5 8.8 7创28.2 8.4 13.87

2010 14649.3 6.1 6明8.2 6.1 92929.8 5.7 n.42

Table 3 Proja1mn... nr SY~lmI Danand(Luw Scmario)

YEAR PEAK GaO. MIN GaO. GEM GaO. L.F
LoAD RATE LOAD RATE GW° 1! RATE ..
MWc 需 MW'c ~ 嘎

19归 2348.8 118 1. I 15976.7 17.b5

1993 2613.5 IL3 IJ 14.2 IL3 11710.7 10‘ 9 17.36

1995 3307.1 12.6 1607.2 8.8 22242 .5 12.1 76.78

写)0() b203.1 13.4 J014.6 13.4 40930.J 12.9 7ST!

2侃" 8609.4 b.8 41Sb.3 h~ 55708.7 。A 73. 87

2010 Jn966.1 3 5238.7 5 695伽ι9 4.5 72 .42

Fig. J is a load duration curve in
Augusl , 1994. II is obviously that Ihe
LDe has a high load factor and a high
ratio of minimum load to peak load. As
mentioned before. F叮ian is lacking in
electricity. and there is suppression of
peak demand. This silualion will keep in
a relalive long 严ri时. This is why the
high load factor and high ratio of
minimum load to peak load.

F'I. J 1.0a.1 (I"，.，附伺 Cll....r (AuII'酬 .1'94 】
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1.3£皿stille'" FIIDIIy C帽回国ned Poftl' Ge翩翩画I ....自

• 11IermaI pow町肉酶
There are seven main therma1阴W田 plants in F可ian dcctric grid. Six of

them are coal-fir回 power 回ants and one is oil-fired.
H1幽neng Fuzt刷』 αJta1-fired pow町抖ant(2x350MWe) is the Iarrωthermal

μant and fueled by imported c叫，霄lese饵Kld la唱est thermal units are with a

饵pacity of 1∞ MWe. 伽町 350 MWe insωled capacity are ωmposed c.f small
unit叫less than 25 MWe). Most of these units are used is base load. C佣trarily，

Huane吨-F皿阳J power plant，阳 high efficiency PO'附r 阳It， is us凶lIy ， but, used

画PeU load. This is d四 to the large pr喝JOnion of hydro pow町 plants. the high
阳cr. of imported coal and also its 10甜 foil仰ing ca酬liHty is better than those of
otherd忧rmal plants. The t配hnical and 配'ooomic data of some main thermal power
plants are shown in Table 4.

There is no existing units fueled by abroad coal. In order to conduct
sensitivity stud邸，the fuel cost of the units fueled by the c侃I imported from North
China 优越signed to foreign cost 臼tegory. We alωgrouped the maintenanα

class臼 for the small units, in order to reduce the running time of the cωe.

• Hydro Stations
There are 16 main hydro stations in F叮徊. with a total capacity of 1161

MWe. The regulating capability and some characteristics are shown in Tab怆 5.

There are only a small proportion of these hydro stations having long time
regulating capability in the system. These hydro stations have 333 MWe installed
capacity. Most of the existing hydro stations have only short regulating capability.
But in dry 班ason~ ，almost all of these hydro stations are closed at night and operated
in the daytime for peaking demand. The mini hydro stations with a total capacity of
770 MWe are connected with the grid. These mini hydro stations have relatively
regulatingωpability. About 3∞ MWe mini hydro stations will be committed and
interconnected with the grid in the next 20 y臼rs.

• Evolution or Fixed System

A total capacity of 22ωMWe power plants are under construction now.
They will 悦 committed in four y臼rs. A relatively large hydro power station with

14∞ MWe (7x2∞ MWe) will be separately put into 0严ratioo in 1993(4∞ MW，畔，

1994(600 MWe) and 1995μ∞ MWe).In order to more aαurately simulate the
system , we put this station into operation as three power stations in different y臼rs

and the retirements are assumed.
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Table 5 Existing ~nd Finnly Committed Hydro Station..

Hyd崎 On·line 臼归city Gene- RceagpuaIbaatiiatyg Main- L.F.
MWe 1".:lOn tenance %

TW·h Days/a

GU'flA!ll4 1960 62 0.347 yoarly 47 63.89

ellrrAN 1972 l 阳) 0 .5 a.yoarly 76 57.011

ANSIlA 1972 115 062 s.:asonal 88 的 l 骂4

SHA吨MEl 1972 30 I). i1 a.yoarly 23 41.116

GUTJ""N.D 1912 130 0.447 d&ily 99 3 咳 25

Gt'TIAflI dI 1972 33 0.1 J7 daily 25 40.47

。uτlAN-IV 1972 34 0.124 daily 26 41β』

HUAAN 1972 60 0.393 daily 46 74.77

NANER 1972 25 0.088 dailv 19 40.111

sHAX.lkQU 1990 300 0.96 daily 230 36.53

FANCU l 明h 啕 36 。 12 daily 27 38.0声

础tiDωu 93.94 ,95 1400 495 s.:as‘、nal lOll 4a.36

lIANGQIAN lψ"。 31) 0.123 daily 1.\ 46.110

SHUlOONG 93..94 110 028 !".:a !'i(lnal 61 3995

WI\NAN 94..95 45 o 136 a.yoa rJ} .1 4 -'450

MOWtJ 95.96 3门 o 132 Jailv 2.1 50. 2J

NANYJ l 明 9.\ 25 。 068 a.yoarly 19 ,105

LONGMENTAN 1992 2白 几忖 a. warly 20 H.91

There are two units with total capacity of 200 MWe will be committed in
1994 and 1995, and two units with 600 MWe will be committed in 1995 and 1996.
The descriptiws of retirements of the thermal power plants are shown :n Table 6.

Thert IS 110 rel;. ement of hydro stations over the planning periods.
The evolution of existing and tirmly committed sysl,.:m is shown in Table 7.

2.4 Candidates for Expansion

• Selection of the Candiddtes
There are four kinds of thermal power plants were selected as the candidates

for the expansion: they are 600 MWe ,350 MWe and 30υMWe coal-fired power
units and 6∞ MW~ nuclear un邸. All of the thermal candidates are assumed to be
domestically manufactured and constructed , and based on fuel to be imported from

nv



Table 6 Retirements of thennal power plants

主·.~t(l~刷~:::;·-t H ‘....

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2创)()

2∞I -
2∞2

2∞3

2∞4

2α、4 -2

2创始 -,
2∞7 -2

2∞s

2侃"

201' 、

North China or abroad. This selection is mainly based on the existing planning for
Fujian electric system expansion4

• The availability of domestic technology and
resource is the main reason why the candidates have ueen selected by the Fujian
analysts and decision nlakers. Although the local coal pr创uction will reach 12
million tones per year at the end of this century, the small coal-fired power plants
with low efficiency and fueled by local coal would not considered as candidates any
more.

Thirty-eight hydro projects are considered as expansion c;.ndidates. These
projects are planned by Fujian Electric Company aJ'ld the local governmen t. The
fixed O&M cost of these hydro stations is .tssumed 0.3 $/kW· month. The main
characteristics of these projects ,ue many small projects and poor regulating
capability. The generation of these projects in dry seasons is only half of the value
in the wet seasons. The same proportion is assumed for the distribution of hydro
generation fr(JII~ dry hydro condition to wet hydro condition.

4Aclually. lhis does nol seem 10 be a reasonable Jssumplion for the syslem in lhe furlh时，

especially lhal lhere is no thermal peaking planl were included in lhe candidates.

11



Table 7 The Evolution of the Existi咆 and Finnly Committed System

T例mWME￥)e
且

LONG SHORT COAL COAL OIL Nud~ar

."j 333 1419 852 7∞ 99 。 3403

..:, 573 1452 1152 7∞ 99 。 3676

124S 1458 952 7∞ 99 。 4484

lSI 1969 15711 lω6 1 创)() 99 。 5692

2α)4 1631 lω。 13∞ 99 。 6074

... .........
'吁

2α)4 1651 1031 13∞ 99 。 6085

1991 2α)4 1671 1022 13∞ q♀ 。 6096

1剑" 2α)4 1691 1013 13∞ 99 。 6107

2000 2∞4 J71I 1ω4 13∞ 99 。 6118

2ω1 2∞4 1721 995 13∞ 99 。 6119

2民12 2∞4 1731 936 13∞ 99 。 6120

2驯» 2∞4 1741 977 1300 99 。 6121

2饵" 2∞4 1751 944 13∞ 99 。 6098

2∞5 2∞4 1761 908 1300 In 。 6072

2制海 !004 \771 咀34 1300 99 心 60S革

2∞7 2004 1781 860 13俱) 99 。 6044

2∞， 2∞4 1791 817 13∞ 99 。 6011

2侃" 2ω4 1801 749 1300 99 。 5953

2010 2刨)4 \8\\ 7\2 1300 99 。 S91白

2.5 Fuel Costs

The production costs of local coal are much lower than that of abroad ,but the
transportation fees are expensive and the total demands of this kind of coal are much
larger than th 气 total supplies in South China. 旬. the coal price is near the
international price. The current coal price in Fujian is about 40 $/t. The imported
coal price is determined by the market. This price is considered as the fuel cost in
the model.

It is almo...t impossible to obtain variable O&M cost of power plants in China
now. Fortunately ,a rough total O&M cost is available in Fujian. So, the following
method is 二hosen to determine the fixed and variable O&M costs:

12



Fixed O&M.cost(kW/a) =Total O&M cost(kW/a) x Capacity Factor(fraction)
Variable O&M Cost(kW/a)=To 时 O&M cost(kWla) x (I-Ca归.city Factor)/87ω

The O&M cost of the existing 350 MWe units is considered as the reference
O&M cost of the candidates. The 350 MWe units were imported from
Japan.Considering the difference betw回n imported 吨uipments and domestic
吨uipments and the effi饵t of different cai 吨city ，a small adjustment of the O&M cost
ofω，pacity was made.

The O&M cost of nuclear power plants is difficult to obtain in China now.
The 皿me proportion of nuclear O&M cost to c侃I-fired O&M cost is kept from the
data of USA. The variable O&M cost of nuclear power plant is about one third of
that of c侃I-fired power plants. The fixed O&M costs of nuclear is the same level
of the coal-fired plant.

The O&M costs of the hydro power stations were assumt>.d as two
cents(RMB)/kW· h in 1992. This is the official data. It was transformed to fix创

O&M cost in the model.

2.6Inv臼tment Cωt of the Candidates
The detailed data of the thermal candidates are shown in Table 8, and that

of hydro candidates in Table 9. The interest rate is 8% per year. Lifetime of hydro
station is 40 y回归，

3 REFERENCE CASE (Base Case)

• Criteria for Generating Configuration Alternatives
The basic assumptions to generating configurations is the available dates of

hydro projects and their reserve margins. There is no limitation of thermal
alternatives after 1996, except nuclear power plants. Considering the construction
time and the policy of the government,we constrain nuclear power plants to two
units. and the earliest commission date is the year of?∞5.

• Minimum and Maximum Reserve Margins
The reserve margin (nominal) of the system was 44.8%in 1992. The real

reserve margin during critical period~(Nov.) is 12 %,due to the largely decr回slOg

of capacity of hydro power station in this period.
The reserve margin rangεused in the model is from 20% to 40% after

1996,and from 10% to 50% before this year. The sensitivity studies have been
conducted for different reserve margins. The results show that 20% to 40% reserve
margin range is reasonable for the selection of the system configurations.

~ M回ns the period which the difference between the available capacity and the peak I"·.~
is the minimum.

13



Table 8 Ther四al candidatrs

NAME C300 N6∞C剑" elSC

MIN刷UM LOAD (MWe) 4∞ 2∞ 2∞ 5∞

CAPACITYωtWe) 6ω 350 3佣 6∞

HEATRATES BASE LOAD 1ρ241 10575 10868 10889

(kJ IkW· h) AVGE INCR6 9238 9447 9489 10241

FUEL COSTS DOMESTIC 。 。 。 202 .5

CENTS/IOEb kJ FOREIGN 180 1110 180 。

FUEL TYPE coal 队)al coal nuclear
•_.

FAST SPINNING RESERVE % 20 20 20 7

FORCED OUTAGE % 14.5 14 13.5 15

SCHEDULE MAINTENANCE DAYS 55 54 52 55

MAINTENANCE CLASS (MWe) 6ω 3∞ 3∞ 6ω

O&M (FIXED)S/KW month O.~ 0.62 0.65 0.7

。&M \VARIABLE)$/MW' h 0.68 0.7 0.74 0.2

• Criteria Used for Loading Order Caiculation
Tile spinning reserve of the system should meet the load demand when the

largest ui1 it in the system occurs forced outage. Considering the effect of the scale
of the system ,we decrease the spinning reserve by 1.5% of it's peak load. So, the
formula of calculating the spinning reserve is as the follow:

Spinning Reserve =1.0 x Capacity of the Largest Unit - 0.015 x Peak Capacity

• JAsding Order for Thennal Plants
Economic loading order is assumed for the thermal units under the constraint

of spinning reserve. 旬， before the retirement of the thermal units fueled by local
coal , the system loads these units first , "nd then the units fueled by imported coal.
After the nuclear plants are committed , the base blocks will be loaded as single
严aking blocks. The units with capacity of 6ωMWe，fueled by imported coal will
be loaded after the existing 350 MWc units because of the heat rate and O&M cost.

• Economic Parameters Selected
Tht: discount rate was assumed to be 8% per y臼r (this number is used in

most economic studies in China now and recommended by the government) and

6 Average incremental heat r;-te (between a smaller load level and a larger load level)

14



Tal冒险 9 Hydro Candidates for Variable Expansion

HydrQ Stations On-Line Capa. Ge时r. Co皿lr· C恼"EOptKMW7
Rcgu·

Date (MWe) (丁"W ·hla) uct盼' ]ating

(植} C呵)II-

bility

QINSHAN 1995-2以问 70 。 145 827 .586207 y~arly

ZHOUNING 1995-2阳" 250 0658 6 862.068966 ~'~arlv

MIANHUATAN lψ95-20l附 似的 15. 6 913793103 a 、y~ar

MINDONG 199乡之伽〕叫) 属。 。 j 775.1162069 daily
- -

BANZHUXI 1995-2以〕。 3M 。 123 4 810.344828 dailv

XIAYANG 1995-20α1 39 。 183 4 775.862佣9 dail、

KONGTOU 1995-2αm 39 。 165 4 724.137931 daily

HONGKOU 1995-2(问。 zoo 0.47 8 689.655172 ..y~ar

DAMUXI 20()()-200声 58 。 15 9 6且9655172 )".rl\

SHANGPEI 20oo-20m III 0316 『 741379.\1 dail、

J1 EMIAN 2制Xl-2刷)男 400 。 ~98 内 715517241 ~:-:arl)、

BAIN i\. 2∞5-2010 吨。 。 l ‘' 4 896 .551724 Sfo: 3艳。n

HUOKOU 2刷)5-2010 I~O 0.3 6 689.655172 、 ~.rl、

ANFENGQIAO 2制Xl-2()()~ 11Ifl 0.625 4 6°8.275862 dail、

DAYAN 2阳J5-2010 30 。 113 4 689.655172 dail、

BANMIAN 2∞5-2010 352 。 144 4 74 1.J7931 daily

J1 NGSHAN l呐~-2000 30 。 126 4 M/i 2.0响89M daily

TAIJIANG 2010-201 ~ 句气 。 104 4 714.137931 ‘ta组 IIY

ZHUZHOU 2010-201 ~ 44 。 15币 4 741.37ψ31 、lail 、

GONGCHUAN 2010-201~ 32 。 12 l! 4 889.6‘~ 172 dall 、

ZHAOKOU 2010-2015 4男 0217 4 /i89.65~172 daily

YANGKoU 201fl·2015 39 。 1111 4 74137931 ‘lally

GAOTANG 2010-2015 25 Oil 4 1127.586207 dail\'

HUANTANG 2010-2015 25 。 105 4 775.862069 d.il、

YυNGKOU 2010-2015 .l .~2 。 l 再7 4 77931034另 dail、

WENTANG 2010-2015 2U 。 104 4 779.310345 daily

DAZHANGXI 2010-2015 291 0.948 7 自96.551724 a·Y-:ilr
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Jan旧可1st， 1992 w部 adopted as the ba提也te for all discounting calculations. All
the costs were expres回din D配ember 31 剑， I现刻。 Chin臼e RMB, which means the
constant monetary unit was used. 币Ie discount rate for operation cost and fud cost
arealω8% per y臼f. E皿alation was not considered in the base case.

币Ie co~t of Energy-Not-Serve(ENS) is assumed 部 1$/kW· h. Act旧lIy it is
difficult to get the practical value of ENS in China now,because there is no such
institutional research. But the analysts and decision mak町口回IIy concern the result
of energy shortage. Consequently, some estimation can be got from some expens.
It is estimated that the added value of I kW· h in industry sector in South China is
more than 1$. This is the average ENS cost but no one knows the marginal ENS
cost. αtly 1$/kW· h is chosen as the first c伺fficient of the formula to calculate the
ENS cost.

• COl回raints

The existing system has a low reliability due to the energy shortage and the
严础 plants shonage. 旬， there is no LOLP constr ::.int during first 12 庐山 in the
study periω. After :!∞5 ， 0.5% LOLP constraint is imposed to the system.

30 is selected as the number of the Fourier c∞fficient to simulate the load
duration curve of the system.

4 ANALYSIS OF OPTIMAL SOLUTION RESULTS

• Optimal Solution
Table 10 is the result of the optimal solution. The result shows what the most

competitive candidates is hydro projects, es院cially the shon regulating hydro
stations. Before 2∞i5 ， the hydro projects with long regulating capability are
suppres皿~ by the system. This is mainly due to the high capital costs and low
capacity factors and the commission of the largest hydro stations in 1996. This hydro
station will cause energy spillage in 1996, 1997, and 1998. So, the peak load can bt~

well met before 2∞5. Because the system need more economic base load units and
the nuclear power plants are available in 2∞5 ， the nuclear power plant is admitted
by the system.

During the planning period , the c侃I-fired power plants with capacity of 副m
MWe are the main units committed in the system. At the end of the study peri创，

6∞ MWe coal-甜甜 power plants will take about 40% of the toωinstall capacity.
Nuclear power plants with 600 MWe are competitive with other candidates.

Due to the government's policy , only two units of m.:c1ear are considered in the
system.

The reserve margin of the system will decrease due to the proponion of
thermal power plants.

16



Tabk 10 Optimal sol曲"

HYDRO THEltMA且 ταTAL SY宫TEll

3恼

RES. LOLl'.CAPACJTY

YEAR LONG SHORT COAL COAL OIL Nud~'lr 需 't

1992 333 1419 1~2 7ω 嘈9 3403 44.9 0.222

199; 513 14S2 152 7佣 " 3676 37.3 1.243

199~ 1969 IHI 1046 l制M】 " 5692 60 0.006

2侃" 3124 1967 l 创)4 J7i回 99 9894 45.9 0.033

zω， 3H4 2227 训)3 6100 " 6∞ \3451 37.1 0.201

Z债" 3~24 23110 1'1'4 6100 99 口创】 14117 37.4 0.171

2010 37112 244~ 712 自 4仪} 9咱 1200 16741\ 32.7 0.396

• Financial Analysis
The investment costs will increase to the top from 2000 to 2∞2. After this

period ,the investment costs of the thermal will take a large share of the total capital
costs.

The operation costs of the
sys忧m will shift from local coal
fired 阴)wer plants to the imported
coal-fired power plants during the
evolution of the system. At the
end of the study peri创， the coal
。red power plants fueled by I !I)JO~-一

imported coal will take the
predominant position of the total
operation coats. The total cash
now which includes the operation
costs and capita) costs of the
system will reach the highest point
near the end of the study period.
Around 2000, there is also a pc站

of the total costs.due to the high
investment cost of hydro and the
high investment costs of nuclear.
F毡.4 shows the to凶 cost cash flow (total capital cash flow + to削 operation costs7)
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In order to judge the financial situation of the electric company ,we TOughly
analyze the net cash flow of the comp四y. This analysis d侃s not consider the debt
ofthecom阳ny at present and the firmly committed power plants either. The electric
price is assumed as three cents per kW •h and d侃s not consider the escalation of the
electric price. The net cash flow of the company will k四p near equilibrium at the
middle stage of the study peri创. At the first two or tr.r，臼 y国rS， there is a relatively
large su叩Ius in the net cash flow. This situation will 时cur at the end of the study
periω. This is a reasonable result. But around 2∞2 ， the net cash flow is negative.
This should be emphasiz创 by the company and the government.

5 SENSITIVITY STUDY OF DIFFERENT CONSTRAINTS TO CANDIDATES

About six different sensitivity studies have been conducted. They can be
divided into two categories, one is about the different load forecast scenarios, the
other is about the different const(aints .or different key parameters but based on the
same load forecast(base case load forecast).

Based on the forecast mentiO"1ed before , the optimal expansion planning for
different scenarios are obtained. The different capital cash flow are shown in Fig.5.
The installed capacity and corresponding system reserve margins are shown in Table
II and Table 12.

Fill. 5 Copi!al C川h Flow uf r. I/...nl Lo;ld Sc.nario.

1995 1998 2叮01 2004 2007 20\0

l二 a c:A如中间叫 "'l eA阳王三:-l

• Acceleration of Nucl~ar
There are oaly two nuclear units considered by the government in the

planning period. The ba 骂e case shows that the nuclear power plants are competitive
with other candidates. Then six nuclear units are selected as the candidates ,but the
construction of commission year is imposed to these units. The six units are added
to the system once they arc available.
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Table 11 Imlalled Capacity of High Seer随时。

HYDRO 11fERMAL fUEl 'tYPE TOTA $YST ENS

L liM GW·"
CAP" Jl&E

CAl'ACI1Y (NWe) -CHY R·VE LOL HYDR-CON
P.

YF.'\R l.OSf; SHORT COAL \l )A I. OIL Su..:1 MW. f耳 悍 2 E

c.r

199~ 3H 1419 8S2 71阳 99 。 340J 44.9 0.222 , 。

l明3 57.1 14‘ 2 8S2 7制》 99 。 3676 407 0.494 5 '
1995 l例" 1578 1041、 l刷附 明 。 5692 72. 1 。 。 。 。

2000 2创M 1967 10ω 341阳 " 。 8474 36.6 0.39 13 3

2ω， 3124 22j9 明)8 49~0 99 "扣。 11 纵~1I 3M 7 0.148 " 。

21M!6 3124 22仇9 884 49~1I 99 p伽} 12H6 38.6 。 163 7 。

20 1ll 37M2 24H 712 白7骂。 99 p阳} l‘199M 36.M 0.154 7 A 。

Tahle 12 Ino;tall t!d Capacity of Low Scenario

CAPAClTY(M明'e) SYs'四M i:NS

HYDRO THERMAL TOTAL RES LOU HYD~O

[R. CONDlnON
VE

VIAll IJ!;';(; SHOlll COAL (-0 气 l oil 川u、 l 飞.{We 吗 % 2 1

,,'ar

1992 斗 H 1419 M.52 7υII 99 II 1411 飞 44 ,} on! 2 。

199.1 写 7' 14H 852 71问} 99 。 .1671\ 407 0.494 5 '
199~ 19的飞' 157M 1046 IO(M) 99 。 '而92 721 。 。 。 。

2000 ~Oι4 1967 1004 问00 99 o 8474 币。白 OJ9 13

21附' 币 124 2259 '10M 49阳}

"。 仇。" 11940 号 M 7 。 14M 的 II

21110 H目2 2455 712 的 750 99 1200 1499M 引的自 。 1~4 7 o

The hydro con. which in the last column in the tahle II means the hydro conditions. AnJ the
numher I. 2. 3 means that: 1-- dry ωndition. 2-- normal condition. 3-- wet ωnJition. 19



• Environmental prot配tion

We increase the capital costs of c侃I-fired power plants 15 %,as the FGD
mv臼tment costs.There is a small different change in the system. SO,only the
objective function of the 叩，tima! solution is compared with the base case

• Discount Rate
In the base case,S% per year is 岳阳ted. When we adopt 10% per y臼r，the

optimal solution is changed. The nuclear power plants is removed from the
m阳nsion planning. B缸a剖u览 。ofhig趴h ωp酬iω cωos虱ts叫(t阳wiceαe 臼 cω臼d叶.自甜E回 powl附'er pμ'Iant时s哼)， i

iβs ver可y 嚣nsitiv昵e tωo the di缸oun川1t rate. The two nuclear units are replalαd by 600
MWe c，侃I-fired power plants. This can be explained exactly from the screening
curves. The cash flow of this case has nct been discus回d，bc比ause the different
discount rate is the different base for comparison.

The total cash flow of the different constraints to candidates are shown in
Fig.6.

FiB- 6, Different Co皿" Total Cash Flow

Wi Ilion ‘
2 自由2

"∞t----------

1995 19911 ~a01 ~臼J.O ;lOD' ~目咽口

l-e. C4SE +"叫骨 L.CA筐 +H 时! I

6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

From the results of optimal solution and sensitivity study ,we can obtain
following conclusions and recommendations:

• The hydro pr句eets in Fujian should be given some priorities due to the
lower capiωcosts and cheaper O&M costs than that of thermal plants. The main
constraint is the construction time if the fund is available.

It is not only the installed capacity and the capital costs of the hydro projects,
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but also the regulating曲ility and the dynamic situation of the 哼黯m 阳:l should be
taken into consi伽ation. 霄Ie n:asor曲Ie schedule of con跑回ling the hydro pr吗ects

should be 缸ranged， consideration with the sit咀，lion of胁"棚D. AIαderation of
hydro is a cl凹町 chai饵， in view of the sys阳nα回s.

Be伽ed隐 ωmmissionof d隐 large hydro由"佣at阳 end of l~陌，therewill
be some peak and shortage ~n F咱ian. So,it is necessary for 阳 b臼l 伊vanmentω

缸回lera恒 thecon班回岳侃。fthel缸ge hydro 由"侃 andd隐例'阳 twod阳mal units,
in or也r t" reduce d隐阳s caused by the electricity shortage.

After theωmmissi侃。f the large hydro砸自XI and the阳晒。阳mal units,the
sys恒m will keep a gl倒XI reliability and the peak 配mand will be n回.

-The αJaI-fir回 power plants with 600 MWe capacity will be阳 main type
ofpow町 plants in the next two dead臼 in the sys胆m. This is mainly due to the
large hydro pr呵)Ortion of the system and a relatively poor r电ulating capability of
the hydro system. So，由e system needs the base load thermal units in the dry
览苗。ns，and needs pc组k ioad thermal units in the wet seasons. It is suitable for the
system to be expanded with the large 皿ale of the IJOWi町 plants，because of the effect
of 皿ale and the high efficiency.

币Ie F可ian government is planning ωconstruct two II隙rmal units of 350
MWe capacity. This decision should be careful , because, from the economic lJOint
of view , it is more suitable to construct 副)() MWe coal-fired plants in the near
future, in stead of 350 MWe coal-fired power plants.

- As the results of the optimal solution have shown us, there will be a large
proponion of c侃I-fired power plants in the system. As mentioned before, it is not
IJOssible for the province to construct coal-fired IJOWI町 plants which are fueled by
local cωI.旬， how to realized the tran!;portation of the much amount of fuel cωl
and where, of course, the abroad coal could be get are both tile crucial points to
achieve the optimal expansion planning.

- Environmental pollution will be another problem which should be paid
more attention by the I侃al government, for the large amount of c侃I consumption.
There is no any desulfurlization deviωinstall创 for the c侃I-fired power plants now.
The damages of SOx and NOx emissions have been found. So, it is n民essary for us
to consider the capiωωstsand operation costs of environmental protection devices
in the future. This will also incrl回归 the costs of c侃I-fired powl町 plants.

- It is possible for the nuclear power plants to b倪。me another option for the
system expansion，臼，pecially after the base load rl回ches a relative level. According
ωcharacteristics of nuel臼r power plants, the nuelear power plants are competitive
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with the c幅I-fired poWI町抖副ts， nuclear pow町抖皿ts should be given eI酬。

em阶asis. Actually, more n町lear pow町 μants will be suitable for the sys阳n.

• Finane凶 processlsar刚her tωgh pr由Iem for 阳 system expansion. In
倒也r to 划ve 由is pr由lem，悦目form of electric 阳出 will be inevilable.
Accordingωthe rough financial analysis in the sensiti白ty study, 3 回:ntslkW • al is
notareasonableprice 伽 the self由velφment ofF咱ian FJeCtriC Company actively
. It is impossible 伽 the government to in川 a relatively阳Je arn侧ntofn阳leY int\J
世Ie可黯m expansion. A wide range of financial channels should be 呵阳1ed to 也

electric sector, s时，画 independent 伽回gner invest町tents.
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